Computed tomography-bronchoscopic simulation for guiding transbronchial fine needle aspiration of extramural targets: a phantom study.
Extramural paratracheal/-bronchial tumors of the mediastinum and the hilum that cannot be seen in bronchoscopy constitute a particular challenge for transbronchial fine needle aspiration cytology. A software prototype was developed as a guidance tool to visualize extramural targets on computed tomography (CT)-bronchoscopy. A phantom study was conducted to evaluate this guidance tool. For CT-bronchoscopic simulation extramural targets are visualized behind the semitransparent wall in the endoluminal view. An airway phantom with 16 targets was examined by 3 bronchoscopists. In a first pass the targets were bronchoscopically punctured in the conventional way only with knowledge of axial CT-sections. In a second pass guidance by CT-bronchoscopic simulation was used. A postinterventional CT scan of the phantom was conducted to analyze the spatial relationship between the marked puncture sites and the targets. The punctures were classified in hits and failed punctures due to deviation in distance and angle. The total hit rate of the 3 operators was significantly higher with CT-bronchoscopic simulation (32 of 48) than with the conventional method (14 of 48; P < 0.01). Concerning the failed punctures the deviation in distance and angle was significantly smaller with CT-bronchoscopic simulation (P < 0.01, P < 0.05, respectively). CT-bronchoscopic simulation significantly increased hit rate of bronchoscopic punctures of extramural lesions compared with conventional orientation using axial CT-sections in this phantom study. These results suggest that CT-bronchoscopic simulation might be a valuable tool for increasing yield and accuracy of bronchoscopic transbronchial fine needle aspiration in patients with mediastinal and hilar masses that are invisible for conventional bronchoscopy.